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QUESTION 1

The Client is planning to switch to a new Payment Service Provider (PSP). They have approached an Architect to
understand the time and effort to Integrate the new PSP The PSP offers a LINK cartridge compatible with SiteGenesis
Pipelines, but the Client\\'s website is build on Controllers. 

Which two options should the Architect take into consideration before starting analysis? Choose 2 answers 

A. Estimate the effort and risk to convert the LINK cartridge from pipelines to controllers. 

B. Reach out to the PSP development team and ask if a new cartridge version that supports controllers is under
development 

C. Produce a proof of concept converting the most essential pipelines into controllers and integrate the cartridge. 

D. Look for a different PSP that supports controllers and would not require conversion efforts. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 2

The storefront integrates with a REST based Address verification service (AVS) that uses token based security. The
sequence of calls in the API documentation for this AVS looks like the following 

1.

 Client authentication call, which contains the merchantId and secret in a GET request and returns a token in the
response. 

2.

 Address verification call, which contains the token and the address to verify in aPOST request. 

Once the token is obtained, it is valid for hours and it is not needed to request a new one for subsequent address
verification calls, the AVS charges for every request made no matter if it is client authentication call or address
verification call. 

Which three strategies could be applied to allow for efficient use of the service without compromising security? Choose
3 answers 

A. Apply page caching to the client authentication controller that is used with AJAX. 

B. Obtain the token from local storage of the browser and update it once It expires. 

C. Obtain the token from a custom cache before making the client authentication call. 

D. Use HTTPService caching for the client authentication call. 

E. Use a job to store and update the token in a customobject that is used from the storefront code 

Correct Answer: ACD 
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QUESTION 3

While validating a LINK Cartridge for inclusion into the solution, an Architect notices that the UNK cartridge
documentation requires the Architect to add a script node to a Pipeline in the storefrontcartridge. The script is also a
valid CommonJS module. 

Which approach can the Architect use to Integrate this cartridge into a site that uses Controllers only? 

A. Copy and paste the script that is required directly into the Controller, add the appropriatearguments, then execute the
correct method 

B. Add the script that Is required via a require statement In the Controller, add the appropriate arguments, and execute
the correct method. 

C. Add the script that is required via a Module, exports statement m theController add the appropriate arguments, and
execute the correct method. 

D. Add the script that is required via an import$cript statement in the Controller, add the appropriate arguments, and
execute the correct method. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) operate 200 physical stores. NTO has products that are available in some of the physical
stores and not available in others. The closest physical store is determined based on customer s post zip code when
they are shopping online. Only the products that are available in the customer\\'s closest physical store should be
presented to the customer to the search results. 

What are the two feasible technical approaches to meet these requirements? Choose 2 answers 

A. Create a separate shipping method per physical store. Use post/zip code to determine the applicable shipping
method. Show only the products that are not excluded from the shipping method. 

B. Create a separate category per physical store use post/Tip code with a mapping to determine the relevant category.
Show only the products from this category. 

C. Create a separate site per physical store. Use post/zip code to redirect the customer to the relevant site. Show the
products from the site navigation catalog. 

D. Create a separate pricebook per physical store. Use post/zip code to activate this pricebook through a customer
group. Show only the productswith price by applying price refinement. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

 

QUESTION 5

An Architect has been asked by the Business to integrate a newpayment LINK cartridge. As part of the integration, the
Architect has created four new services to access various endpoints in the integration. How can the Architect move the
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new services to Production when the integration is ready for launch? 

A. The new services will be moved to Production with a Data Replication. 

B. The new services will be moved to production with a Site Import. 

C. The new services must be manually exported from staging and Imported into Production. 

D. The new services will be moved toProduction with a Code Replication. 

Correct Answer: C 
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